
* “Kraal” is a South African term for a livestock enclosure, or stockade, and was likely derived from the Portuguese curral or the Spanish corral. The 
modern-day reference to “turtle crawls” is perhaps a folk etymology based on a combination of the word “kraal” and the actions of the captive turtles 
within the enclosures. The term “crawls” was later used for enclosures designed for the captive breeding of diamondback terrapins. In the early 1900s 
terrapins propagated by the U.S. Fish Commission at Solomon’s Island, Maryland, and Beaufort, North Carolina, were housed in terrapin crawls.

Figure 1. A green sea turtle confined in one of the kraals. Photographed
by the author in November 1971 when the cannery was in the process of
closing its operation.
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For well over 150 years the green turtle industry was to the economy of Key West as commercial whaling had been to New Bedford

In the early 1800s when people first started constructing

turtle kraals* in the Florida Keys, Florida was not yet a U.S.

territory, the Keys were not connected to the mainland, a few

pirates still roamed the seas, and no one had even thought of

giving hurricanes names. The Keys were essentially uninhabited

and neither the pirates nor storms could find much to plunder.

As a child I first visited the Key West turtle kraals in the 1950s

and later returned in my college days in the early ’60s. At the

time they were still in the business of processing green turtles

for meat and soup. The town’s major industry was originally

built on the local abundance of green turtles, but well before the

time of my first visits Key West had become totally dependent

on turtles imported from the coastal areas of Mexico and Central

America. Local sponge fishing had also become less important

in the Keys, and by the mid-1900s shrimp and later drugs domi-

nated the Key West economy. While local restaurants still

offered various dishes prepared from green turtles, by the mid-

1900s the Keys were better known for sport fishing and key lime

pie. Still at least one company remained that was canning green

turtle soup and sending fresh turtle meet to northern markets

(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1954). By the time of my later

visits in the early ’70s through the early ’80s the kraals were

becoming a tourist attraction. Adult green and other species of

marine turtles were exhibited in the kraals, there was some

information on the local history of the turtle industry, but a large

percentage of the one remaining building had become mostly a

gift shop for tourists. Yet, even then, Key West was not the

tourist destination it is today, and the kraals were one of only a

handful of attractions open to the public. By the ’60s the Carib-

bean turtle populations had totally crashed and fishing boats

were bringing in fewer and smaller turtles. In the mid-’70s the

protection of green and other sea turtles provided by the Endan-

gered Species Act finally closed down Key West’s already

fading soup and turtle meat canning industry.

This winter I again visited Key West to find that what little

remained of the once important economic component of the

town’s economy had been transformed into a museum. The

original kraals and supporting structures had fallen into disrepair

and time and tropical storms had taken their toll. The site of the

kraals was renovated into the museum, a number of artifacts

from the days of the green turtle industry were recovered from

the area, and the revamped facility opened its doors to the public

in 2009. This museum fills an important role in preserving the

history of green turtle exploitation. Despite the existence of the

canning industry well into the 20th century, the information

currently available about the history of this important Key West

industry is scattered and scant. Ernst and Lovich (2009), for

example, devote 26 pages to the biology of Chelonia mydas

without a single word about the extensive and historic Key West

turtle operations.

The kraals at Key West started to appear in the early 1800s,

perhaps earlier, as historical information is sketchy. The local

economics of harvesting green turtles changed dramatically in

the early 1800s. Florida became a territory of the United States

in 1821 and in 1826 the U.S. Revenue Cutter Marion worked

through the Keys removing 20–30 Bahamian turtling boats so

that the lucrative green turtles were available solely for Ameri-

can enterprises. By 1828 the population of the Keys was 421

permanent residents; 100 of these were turtlers and fishermen.

Many of these residents were “Conchs,” Bahamian immigrants

and their descendants, who formed the core of the key’s original

green turtle industry. Florida did not become a state until 1845.

By 1885 at least half a dozen boats, each employing about five

men, were dedicated to turtling.

John James Audubon after visiting Key West in 1832 noted

“Each turtle has its ‘crawl,’ which is a square wooden building

or pen, formed of logs, which are so far separated as to allow the

tide to pass freely through, and stand erect in the mud. The

turtles are placed in this enclosure, fed and kept there until

sold.” (Audubon, 1870, p. 265). The kraals were typically con-

structed on the leeward sides of the island or in sheltered areas

where they received protection from waves and swells from the
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open sea. The wave action not only over time destroyed the

structure of exposed kraals, but caused harm to the turtles that

were crowded into the individual pens. The structures were

often built under existing docks in areas where the water was at

least five feet deep and the posts, originally made from palmetto

trunks, were later constructed with concrete (Figure 1). Trap-

doors in the docks allowed access to the turtles.

Up through the mid- to late 1800s green turtles remained

abundant in the Florida Keys. For the most part the turtles were

collected on the beaches when the females came ashore to nest.

During the full moons from May through July nesting females

ascended the beaches by the hundreds to nest throughout the

Keys. The turtles were flipped onto their backs and the eggs and

turtles were later collected once the last turtle had been turned.

An account written in 1887 states that this went on night after

night on almost every key. Floating nets were also set at sea.

The nets were placed in “sets” near known turtle resting sites,

and the turtles were captured at night when they began to move

about. Individual nets were 50 to 75 fathoms in length (300–450

feet) and extended down 5–7 fathoms into the water (30– 42

feet). Turtles were also obtained by “pegging.” The pegs were

hook-like spikes attached to a line and harpoon-like pole. The

loosely attached peg lodged into the turtle and the creatures

were pulled into the fishing boats. Pegging often injured the

turtles and the technique was not used much after 1900.

The first Key West cannery for turtle soup started in 1857

allowing the product to be mass-marketed to the outside world.

For reasons unknown, but certainly the gearing up of the Civil

War played a part, the first canning plant went out of business

and the J. J Harrison’s Cannery failed. By 1880, another Key

West factory was reported to turn out 200,000 cases of turtle

soup a year. Ten vessels and 60 men were employed in gather-

ing the turtles (Simmonds, 1883). In 1890 Armand Granday, a

French chef, opened a new operation. Local fishermen were at

first reluctant to sell their catch to an outsider, but by 1900 the

cannery was processing 10–12 turtles a week. In 1908 Norberg

Thompson purchased Granday’s canning plant but retained the

Granday name for the soup brand and used the Thompson name

for the turtle meat (Figure 3). Thompson moved the cannery to

the Key West Bight, a site adjacent to the existing kraals. His

actual butchering and canning technique was kept secret, but it

was known that about a dozen turtles a day were processed. The

green fat of the turtles was made into soup, but the meat and

eggs were also sold. The cannery remained in business until

Figure 2. a) The author at the Key West Turtle Kraals in December 1983. The cannery had closed down but the structure was used as a gift shop and marine
turtles of various species were maintained in the kraals as a tourist attraction. (photograph by M. K. Clark). b) Eventually the Kraals closed down and the
abandoned cannery building soon fell into disrepair.

Figure 3. Labels from products produced and shipped from the Key West canning plant.
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1957, and turtle butchering continued at the plant for another 15

years, spanning the time of my visits in the ’50s and ’60s and a

visit in the early 1970s. The operation also became a tourist

attraction. By the ’60s a gift shop was added which offered,

among other items, skulls of adult green turtles for $7.00 apiece.

In the U.S. the largest company in the business of making

green turtle soup was Moore and Company Soups, Inc., of

Newark, New Jersey. The company had been making turtle soup

since 1883. The canned soup was sold under the Ancora brand.

Originally the operation was located in New York as the turtles

from Key West and other ports arrived loaded on banana boats,

which carried turtle tanks on their decks. But following World

War II, with the opening of better roads, the turtles could be

easily trucked out of New York and the company moved to New

Jersey because of its increasing demands for space. The Chinese

population in New York was especially fond of green turtles,

and a New York Times article (24 August 1939) quoted a person

at the Fulton Street Fish Market as saying 80% of the turtles

going through the market were consumed by Chinese. During

World War II, beef was hard to come by and frozen green turtle

steaks sold for 75 to 80 cents a pound and were unrationed.

In 1905 Henry Flagler started the Over-Sea Railway Key

West Extension project. Completed in just seven years the 120-

mile railroad connected Key West to Miami and provided trans-

port for the canneries, allowing them to distribute their products

to markets other than New York and other major seaports. Flag-

ler financed the project with money he made from his capital

venture in what was to become the Standard Oil Company. He

envisioned the railroad as the port connection to shipping com-

ing through the Panama Canal. The canal was to be completed

in 1913 and he foresaw Key West as a coaling stop for ships

coming from the West Coast. Newer ships and fuels soon made

Key West obsolete as a coaling port, but rail transport did fur-

ther open up the market for green turtle products. A Category 5

hurricane destroyed much of the railroad in 1935, but with the

automobile having come of age in the early 20th century the

bridges that had been constructed for the railway were converted

into an overseas highway. With the advent of refrigerated trucks

the market for green turtles was wide open, and Eisenhower’s

proposed interstate highway system would provide rapid trans-

port to northern markets via I-95.

It is not possible to appreciate the context of the Key West

green turtle industry without an understanding of the historical

and economic importance of the turtles themselves. The first

Englishman known to eat turtle meat in the New World was

John Hawkins. He visited the Dry Tortugas 1563 and reported

that the turtles taste “much like veal” (Markham, 1878). The

turtle’s fate was set, and over time the green turtle became

recognized as the world’s most economically important turtle

(e.g., Pope, 1967); other authors have called it the world’s most

valuable reptile (e.g., Parsons, 1962). While green turtles were

hunted by indigenous peoples before the dawn of history, they

became an important food item of European gourmands by the

close of the colonial period. Through the mid-1700s, though

they were still an uncommon import, green turtles were being

shipped to London from the West Indies and Ascension Island.

In a popular magazine of the time it was noted that “what is

common in the West Indies is a luxury here” (Anonymous,

1753). In the late 1700s, Robert Merry (1789) in reference to the

use of the green fat of these sea turtles in soups, writes:

These modes, howe’er, are alter’d, and of late
Beef, but not Modesty, is out of date;
For now, instead of rich Sir-loins, we see
Green calipash, and yellow calipee.

Calipee and calipash were terms for the unossified tissues of

the turtle’s belly and backbone. The term calipee apparently was

of Caribbean origin, and referred to the turtle’s plastron, and

calipash was used in reference for the carapace. The tissue is

boiled to separate it from the shell and then dried in strips for

shipment. An adult green turtle typically produced two-and-a-

half to three pounds of this cartilaginous material. Like the

diamondback terrapin that “never was intended for vulgar pal-

ates” (NY Morning Telegraph, 7 May 1912) green turtles were

marketed in Europe and northern coastal U.S. cities for “con-

firmed epicures.” By the mid-1700s live green turtles were being

shipped to London. They were a prestigious food item and the

soup was served at diplomatic dinners and ceremonial banquets.

While turtle was a favored fare of the upper class in the

British Empire, this was not the case everywhere. In 1840 a

soldier stationed at Ft. Pierce wrote “They are so cheep and

common that the soldiers regard it as an imposition when com-

pelled to eat green turtle steaks . . . ” (Sherman, 1899; Carr and

Ingle, 1959). The soldier was none other than William Tecum-

seh Sherman who, as a general, would later lead his infamous

and devastating march through the South during the Civil War.

Likewise the Spanish and Portuguese were not that taken by the

green turtle as a food item, and some of the early European

colonists believed that they were poisonous. The French sus-

pected that the London connoisseurs liked turtle soup more for

its rarity than its taste. To this day green turtles are not often

exploited by descendants of the Spanish and Portuguese in the

New World, while those of white English-speaking Protestant

ancestry, and the descendants of their slaves still provide the

principal market for turtles in the Caribbean region. The differ-

ent cultural preferences for turtles, in turn, may have influenced

the original pattern of English settlement in parts of Caribbean.

It has been suggested that as much as any other factor green

turtles were responsible for the colonization of the West Indies

and even influenced the pattern of pirate activity in the region

(Parsons, 1954; Woodbury, 1954).

In the Victorian period turtle soup made from green turtles

was an established gourmet item in England, to the point that

even imitation turtle soup had become a well-known commod-

ity. For those who lacked the resources to order expensive turtle

dishes substitute recipes became available. Artificial, or “mock,”

turtle soup could be made from a calf’s head (Raffald, 1808).

The Mock Turtle, one of Lewis Carroll’s characters in his 1866

classic Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland plays on this well-

known dish. John Tenniel’s illustrations of the Mock Turtle in

Carroll’s book not only show it to be part cow, but the animal

parts depicted on the “turtle” were all ones discarded by meat

processors --- the tail, head and hooves (Figure 5). The taste for

turtle soup in London and elsewhere had become well estab-
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lished by the time the Key West canneries went into operation

and the stage was set for shipping to international markets.

The green turtle fishery apparently started in Bermuda, and

by 1620 the Bermuda Assembly was already passing regulations

to protect them (Carr, 1952) and as the turtles became scarcer

the fishermen expanded their pursuit to the Bahamas and Ascen-

sion Island (Wilkinson, 1950). The turtles soon became scarce

in the Bahamas as well, and the fishery turned to the Turks

Islands, Cuba, the east coast of Florida and the Dry Tortugas

(Carr, 1954). By the early 1900s the green turtle population in

the Keys was also in sharp decline. The Key West cannery’s

output was only about 200 one-quart cans per day. The limited

production was not caused by a lack of demand, but from the

difficulty of obtaining turtles. Norberg Thompson, the owner of

the processing operation noted, “At the time the industry was

first started, Mr. Granday secured his turtles from about Key

West, but they have become so scarce . . . turtles used in the

manufacture of the soup are now caught in the Caribbean Sea,

along the coast of Mexico, with some from Nicaragua.” This

was unusual as in other parts of the world at the time nearly all

types of successful commercial fisheries were centered on spe-

cies taken in local waters from boats working for the processing

plants. In the final years the Key West cannery processed pri-

marily turtles caught off Nicaragua by Cayman Island fishermen.

The Cayman fishermen had harvested green turtles since the

mid-1600s, but by the early 1800s their native stocks had also

been reduced to near extinction. They turned their attention to

fishing around the Miskito Cays of Nicaragua and found that

marketing them through Key West was the most profitable.

Much of the actual green turtle fishing in the 1900s was

conducted by Cayman Islands fishermen. Schooners would sail

from the Cayman Islands to sites such as the grass beds of the

Miskito Cays off the coast of Central America with supplies and

small, double-ended dories used to set the nets. The net sets

were placed near the coral outcrops where the turtles took shel-

ter. Turtles surfacing to breathe were snared in the nets. In the

morning the catch was carried in the dories to temporary kraals.

When enough turtles were captured they were loaded onto the

schooners and taken to Key West. The turtles were transported

on their backs and constantly wetted down to keep them from

overheating. A typical voyage lasted two months and brought

back 500 to 600 green turtles.

By the end of the 1800s a number of authors were writing of

their concerns regarding the future of the green turtle (True,

1884; Loennberg, 1894; Brice, 1897; Munroe, 1898) and the

need for conservation actions for these turtles was recognized as

early as 1620 by the Bermuda Assembly in what was undoubt-

edly the world’s first conservation legislation. Yet, the commer-

cial exploitation continued well into the 20th century, and these

turtles are still legally hunted in the Bahamas and Turks and

Caicos. Even though the public was aware of the plight of the

green turtle, the demand for turtle soup and steak continued to

remain high through the 1950s and early ’60s. In 1962 the Key

West Citizen reported that every 4 to 6 weeks a schooner from

Grand Cayman arrived at the Kraals with about 400 green tur-

tles, some weighing up to 500 pounds, and that about 25 turtles

per day were butchered. The Sidewalk Café in Key West fea-

tured their specialty --- Key West turtle burgers. By 1968 the

turtle boats were coming less frequently and there was often a

six-month lag between arrivals. Carr (1952) wrote of the declin-

ing but still extant Caribbean turtle industry and outlined the

need for specific information that would be required if effective

management of the species were to ever become a reality.

In the 1960s the U.S. and other governments began to ad-

dress the issues. The Department of the Interior prepared a list

of “possibly endangered species” in 1964. The list of 60 species

included the green sea turtle. About the same time the Nicara-

guan government refused to issue permits for netting turtles. In

1969 Nicaragua and Costa Rica asked for assistance from the

United Nations to prepare “emergency” regulations to help stop

the netting of green turtles in their waters. Thompson saw the

writing on the wall, and in 1968 sold his Key West business to

Sea Farm, Inc. As recently as 1970, a spokesman for the new

owner boasted that the Kraals processed over 2,000 green turtles

caught off the coast of Central America per year.

The Key West turtle kraals indirectly contributed to our early

understanding of the long-range movements and homing ability

of green turtles that first came to light in Archie Carr’s (1956)

The Windward Road. Carr interviewed a number of Cayman

Island turtle fishermen who told of turtles they captured and

shipped off to markets and later were recaptured at almost the

same exact locations of their initial capture after escaping from

holding pens. The most compelling evidence was a of 300-

pound male green turtle that was recaptured 8 months later

under the same coral outcropping on the Nicaraguan Bank. The

turtle had been sold to Norberg Thompson, who operated the

Turtle Kraals at Key West. Carr was able to match the incident

Figure 5. Lewis Carroll’s play on mock turtle soup: Alice with the
Mock Turtle and the Gryphon. Drawing by Sir John Tenniel from
Carroll (1866).
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with a specific October hurricane that destroyed the kraals

allowing many turtles to escape. The Cayman fishermen branded

their turtles prior to sale. That along with peculiar bite marks on

the flippers, allowed the fisherman to unquestionably identify

this particular turtle. He later bragged to Carr that he had sold

the same turtle twice to Thompson. This turtle traveled 800

miles in straight-line distance from Key West to its place of

capture, and based on the placement of Cuba and major oceanic

currents, the actual distance traveled would have been much

greater. Through such anecdotal information Carr was able to

begin to understand the homing and migration abilities of green

sea turtles and suggest meaningful conservation programs for

the Caribbean stocks.

In 1971 an organization calling itself “Conservation-70s” 

formed, and as a proponent of environmental concerns addressed 

the problems facing sea turtles. They recommended that green

turtles with carapace lengths under 41 inches should be pro-

tected. In March of that year Florida Governor Ruben Askew

signed into law an emergency order enforcing this size limit on

any green turtle within the state’s jurisdiction. The very day this

order was signed the schooner Adams arrived at Key West with

a load of 135 turtles, only five of which were of legal size. The

combination of new regulations and the reduced size of the

Caribbean population resulted in the closure of the entire opera-

tion (Miami Herald, 29 March 1972; Key West Citizen, 26

March 1972). Within two years the Endangered Species Act of

1973 listed green turtles as “threatened” and once the actual

stock assessments were better understood the species was re-

listed as “endangered” in 1978.

By the mid-’70s Key West was in a state of economic flux,

while the actual import of turtles was in decline, the fishing

boats coming in from Central America and the West Indies

continued to make a livelihood. The Caribbean conduits to Key

West brought quick cash. The marijuana and cocaine business,

as one old Conch observed, was “like shrimping but easier and a

lot better paying.” This was a major business that for the most

part was ignored for over a decade by the enforcement agencies

in the outside world. It all started to unravel 1984 when an

F.B.I. agent declared the Key West police department to be “an

ongoing criminal enterprise” aiding and abetting a 16-million-

dollar smuggling operation. The police chief and 13 others were

indicted on 29 June 1984. (Navero, 2011). The populace of Key

West has always remained a little on the outside the norms of

society, perhaps this is due to its isolation from the mainland,

but with the major drug smuggling operations closed down,

there was even less of an incentive for fishing boats to venture

into international waters.

With the close of the green turtle industry the canneries and

kraals fell into disrepair and time and seasonal storms took their

toll  (Figure 2b). After several decades of dormant interest the

site of the abandoned operation was transformed into a museum

that explains the key role of the green turtle in the history and

culture of the Key West. The waterfront site was excavated like

an archeological dig and a number of the artifacts on display

were ones recovered from the former kraals. The Turtle Kraals

Museum opened its doors to the public in 2009. The remnants of

only two kraals remain; a few of the original cement posts

placed in the late 1920s by Thompson Enterprises can be seen

from the docks at the museum.

Today gill nets, shrimp trawlers, boat strikes, loss of the

turtles’ sea grass foraging sites, oil spills, and beach develop-

ment contribute to the continued loss of green turtles. The mats

of pelagic Sargassum that the hatchlings take refuge in during

their early months are also declining. Stoner (1983) provides

evidence for major declines in the biomass of Sargassum in the

North Atlantic, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico. Between

the 1930s and 1980s, there was an overall decline in Sargassum

biomass attributable to anthropogenic pollutants. Since the 80s

there have been a number of attempts to harvest Sargassum from

the Gulf Stream for use in commercial fertilizer. Increasing

numbers of turtles are now affected by fibropapillomatosis, large

external tumors that are suspected to be caused by water pollu-

tion. There are sea turtle hospitals scattered throughout the

world that deal with sick and injured marine turtles, one of them

is in the Florida Keys. Turtles come in with every thing from

injuries from fishing gear and boat strikes to fibropapilloma

tumors. Many with missing appendages, buoyancy problems,

and tumors can never be released and will spend their remaining

time as captives. While the European and U.S. markets no

longer drain the Caribbean stocks, green turtles and their eggs

continue to be eaten in a number of West Indian countries and

the migratory nature of green turtles makes them vulnerable to

man’s activities while protection and enforcement are sometimes

minimal and often nonexistent.

The Key West waterfront is now largely dominated by bars,

restaurants, and shops displaying local arts and crafts. One of

the larger restaurants ---with in sight of the museum --- is the

Turtle Kraals Restaurant and Bar (Figure 6). The end of Marga-

ret Street is a thriving tourist hub and the museum is easily

missed, as the small inconspicuous building is lost among the

visual clutter and neon glow. Today there are many tourist

attractions at Key West --- a public aquarium, a butterfly conser-

vatory, several shipwreck and treasure museums, historic build-

ings to visit, and walking, bus, train and boat sightseeing tours.

Sadly, the Turtle Kraals Museum, despite the historic and for-

mer economic importance of the industry to the city is not only

easily overlooked, it does not even appear on the flyers and

tourist attraction guides provided in every restaurant and hotel

on the island. If I had not been looking for it, I would not have

Figure 6. Souvenir postcard from the Turtle Kraals Restaurant and Bar
(2012).
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known it was there. I even asked staff members in several res-

taurants that were actually in sight of the museum, one tof which

was named after the kraals, and no one had heard of it. One is

more likely to come across knowledge of the kraals from look-

ing through antique postcards in the local gift shop than learning

of its existence through conventional means. A quick Google

search for the kraals leads one through a maze of local busi-

nesses that have taken advantage of the name, but not the mu-

seum facility itself.

While it is unfair to place our modern-day conservation

ethics as they relate to marine turtles on the economic enter-

prises of our ancestors, with all of today’s concerns and the

effort required to even partly restore sea turtle populations it is

difficult to justify the past exploitation of these creatures and its

extension into the present period. Likewise, in the not too dis-

tant future people will look back at today’s commercial exploita-

tion of reptiles and amphibians for the pet trade with disgust and

wonder as why it took so long to control such a vast and unregu-

lated, non-sustainable, international market. As in marine turtle

conservation, the money made by a few will be overshadowed

by the long-term cost of species restoration efforts. One does not

need to read between the lines of  text in the exhibit copy at the

Turtle Kraals Museum, or study various books on marine turtles,

to appreciate the pattern. While the annual number of adult and

subadult green turtles coming through the Key West turtle kraals

in its heyday seems phenomenal, it pales in comparison to what

is currently transpiring with the food market and pet turtle and

other reptile trades. The Fish and Wildlife Service reported that

1,594,451 reptiles were imported into the United States in 2003

and the numbers appear to be increasing (U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service, 2006). While many of these imports represent turtles,

the exact number of turtles is not clear. Still the number of

turtles exported and imported just from the United States is

impressive. Salzberg (1995) estimated that in 1994 the whole-

sale value of turtles imported and exported from the country

amounted to 22 million dollars. Lee and Smith (2010) noted up

to 20,000–30,000 Russian tortoises being imported into the US

annually and a global market of wild caught tortoises that may

be as high as 200,000 exported each year. Solis (2009) reported

on thousands of reptiles seized from a single animal dealer in

Texas. It is well documented that variations in state and national

regulations allow for laundering of turtles through places where

laws and lack of enforcement enable the continuing networking

of commercial exploitation. The fact that this level of use of

turtles is unsustainable is without question, but it appears that

we have learned little from well-documented effects of the

commercial harvest of green turtles.

Regulatory agencies that continue to refer to our native

wildlife as “natural resources” need to begin to rethink their

terminology and to appreciate and protect national and interna-

tional “resources” as much as they do local ones. The Turtle

Kraals Museum in Key West provides an historical reminder of

an unsustainable former international industry and its role in the

devastation of an important species, one where full protection

still awaits carefully thought out regulations and firm enforce-

ment. Likewise it serves as a forecast of the long-term harms the

commercialization of other reptiles captured from the wild

present, and the time and cost that will incur in planned recovery

efforts. Like most museums this one is a place to learn of our

past, but perhaps more importantly it is also a place where one

can reflect and perhaps think ahead.
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